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TabletAuthority Announces the New Motion Computing LE1600TS Touch
Screen Tablet Starting at $1,519 with Exclusive Rebate for $100 Store Credit

Tablet Authority, the premiere online Motion Computing Tablet PC reseller,announced today
availability of the highly anticipated Motion Computer LE1600TS Touch Tablet PC.

Torrance, CA (PRWEB) May 22, 2006 -- Tablet Authority, the premiere online Motion Computing Tablet PC
reseller, announced today availability of the highly anticipated Motion Computer LE1600TS Touch Tablet PC.

The new touch screen model in the award winning LE1600 series is available in two configurations, with prices
at Tablet Authority starting at $1,519.00.

- LE1600TS Intel Celeron 373 Processor 1.0GHZ Celeron M - $1,519.00
- LE1600TS Intel Centrino 758 Processor 1.5GHZ Pentium M - $1,879.00

With any Motion Computing Tablet PC or Touch Screen PC purchase, Tablet Authority customers also receive
an exclusive $100 Store Credit that can be used for any of 11,000 different electronics items, from digital
cameras, CD players, satellite radios and GPS devices to flat screen TVs and high end home theater systems.
Offer expires June 30, 2006

Motion Computing users can now select from two different computing options, digitizer and touch screen.
Based on the same innovative design as the LE1600, the LE1600TS replaces the digitized display with a
resistive touch screen. This allows the user to input information quickly and accurately by the touch of a finger,
or by the use of a stylus.

Optimized for touch screen applications, the 12.1'' screen of the LE1600TS is ideal for repetitive data entry with
minimal handwritten input, like menu or button-driven applications. It's perfect for retail point-of-sale, kiosks,
hotel and restaurant environments where light weight, durability and wireless capabilities are critical. Touch
screen applications enhance customer service, improve accuracy in order-taking, and can be instantly accessed
using wireless connections.

The best Tablet PC for your application depends on the how the tablet will be used. Motion Computing's LS800
and LE1600 Tablet PC combine a digitizer pen and Microsoft Windows XP Tablet PC Edition for rapid input
into your favorite software applications. Typically, this option is used in environments where paper forms are
being replaced. Users can simply write on the screen with the stylus, and handwriting is automatically
converted into text, erasing the headache of paperwork in one stroke.

With the introduction of Motion Computing's LE1600TS touch screen model, an ever wider range of uses are
possible. The touch screen is optimized for applications that are mostly menu-driven. It weighs only 3.1
pounds. With its small footprint, the slate PC is an ideal replacement for larger, fixed touch kiosks or desktop
PCs. Since it can be operated by touch and stylus, the LE1600TS can still be used for data entry.

According to Steve Harper, director of sales at Tablet Authority, "The real power of the new LE1600TS is the
range of features and options that fully support the touch screen. It's 100% compatible with all Motion
Computing LE and L-Series peripherals, such as mounting devices, protective cases, magnetic stripe readers
and many more available for purchase at our website."
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Additional information on the new LE1600TS is available at: http://www.tabletauthorityinc.com/promo.html

About Tablet Authority Inc.

Tablet Authority is an authorized provider and leading supplier of Motion Computing Tablet PCs, the most
advanced tablet PC on the market. During 2005, Motion Computing has earned the PC Magazine Editors'
Choice Award, the Pen Computing Editor's Choice Award, the Laptop Magazine Ultimate Choice Award and
the TechEdMost Innovative Product Award,making Motion Computing the first choice for industry solutions
in medicine, education, government and field force automation.

Tablet Authority provides a complete vertical market solution that includes everything from custom
configuration of Motion Computing Tablet PCs to knowledgeable customer support. The Tablet Authority
website includes an extensive knowledge base to assist Motion Computing users. All custom solutions from
Tablet Authority come fully tested and ready to use.

Motion Computing, Motion, ViewAnywhere and Speak Anywhere are trademarks or registered trademarks of
Motion Computing, Inc, in the United States and other countries.

For more information about Tablet Authority, visit http://www.tabletauthorityinc.com
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Contact Information
Brad Wilhelmsen
BNET SOFTWARE
http://www.tabletauthorityinc.com
562-216-7180

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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